Probate &
Estate Administration
A simple guide for dealing with
the affairs of someone who has died

Introduction
The death of a loved one and dealing with their affairs can be a difficult and
traumatic time. There are a number of tasks to be considered including dealing
with legal and tax affairs which is never easy.
To assist you and to help you understand your responsibilities and options we
have created this simple guide where we will explain what needs to be done
and by whom.
This is a stressful time so we will provide you with enough information for you
to make informed decisions without confusing you.
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What is probate and estate administration?
Probate and estate administration are terms used for the handling of the affairs of a
deceased person. Often these terms are misunderstood and people are confused as to
what they actually mean.

What is probate?
A ‘Grant of Probate’ (or ‘Confirmation’ in Scotland) is the legal document obtained by the
Executor(s) from the Court when there is a Will. It entitles the Executor(s) to rightfully deal
with the deceased’s affairs.
When there is no Will, it is usual for one or more of the next of kin to apply for ‘Letters of
Administration’. The person(s) obtaining the Letters of Administration are called the
Administrator(s).
These documents are required to deal with the estate including the financial and legal
processes for property, personal possessions, bank and building society accounts, and
shares and distributing out to those who are due to inherit under the Will or the laws of
intestacy (when someone dies without a Will).
Sometimes probate or Letters of Administration may not be necessary, if the deceased
only held assets in joint names i.e. property or money in accounts, as these assets may
pass automatically to the surviving owner.
Occasionally probate is not required for assets held in the deceased’s sole name as banks
and building societies can determine their own probate thresholds. It is worth contacting
the individual organisations to find out if they require probate in order to release funds to
the Executor(s) or Administrator(s).

What is estate administration
Estate Administration is the process of dealing with a person’s legal and tax affairs after
they have died. This involves dealing with all of their assets such as property, bank
accounts, shares and personal possessions, paying debts, paying any inheritance tax and
income tax due and transferring assets to the beneficiaries.
Whether there is a Will or not, estate administration is due after every death. It can often
be complex, certainly time consuming and an added stress at a time for those already
coming to terms with the death of a loved one.
Where there is no Will and the Administrator(s) are distributing the assets under the
statutory laws of intestacy, rather than instructions set out in a Will, it’s likely to make the
estate administration more complicated.
The Executor(s) or Administrator(s) are legally responible for to the deceased’s estate
during the estate administration and are personally liable for any errors in executing their
legal responsibilities.

What is involved in the estate administration?
Lay the Deceased to Rest
•
•

Register the death
Arrange the funeral

Value the Estate
•
•
•
•

Value the assets and the debts
Create a family tree if needed (especially if there is no Will)
Complete necessary Probate Registry forms
Apply for Grant of Probate or Letters of Administration

£

Tax Obligations
•
•
•
•
•

Fill in Inheritance Tax forms
Calculate any Inheritance Tax that could be payable
Ensure that Inheritance Tax is paid within HMRC guidelines
Fill in and submit Income Tax forms for the tax year of death and the period between
death and distribution of the estate
Review the estate for Capital Gains Tax liability and if necessary complete and submit
returns to HMRC

If there is Property
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arrange specialist insurance (if house is unoccupied)
Arrange house clearance
Contact Utility Companies
Value House and contents (if applicable)
Maintain Property to a good standard
Arrange to transfer property to beneficiary(s) or arrange the sale of the house

Other Responsibilities
•
•
•
•
•

Set up any trusts under the Will
Sell or transfer shares
Settle all debts
Distribute funds and assets to beneficiaries and obtain receipts for such
Produce a set of estate accounts for approval by beneficiaries

As you can see from the list above, the role of an Executor or Administrator comes with a
great amount of responsibility. If you are named as an Executor or you are expected to take
on the role of an Administrator, you are not obliged to do so. You have a choice as to
whether to accept the role, you have a right to seek professional advice and can ask a
professional to manage the estate on your behalf the costs of which come out of the estate.

Your Options – Do It Yourself or use
a Professional Service?
Do It Yourself
With the DIY approach, there is potential for you to save money whilst remaining in full
control. This method can suit those who have the time on their hands and understand the
legalities. However, this method has plenty of hindrances and risks. It can be
time-consuming, it requires a large amount of paperwork, you’re faced with the legal and
financial responsibility for administering the estate correctly, expertise is required as it is
not an easy task, and plenty of research is likely to be involved.
Executors Liability
•

An Executor or Administrator is
financially and legally responsible
for administering an estate

•

An Executor or Administrator is
also personally liable for the
incorrect distribution of an estate

•

This is not a role to be taken lightly

•

Executors or Administrators are
the only persons able to instruct a
legal professional

•

This is an unpaid role but you can
be paid for reasonably incurred
expenses

Executors and Administrators
Responsible for the following
•

Maximising the estate for the
beneficiaries

•

Identifying all assets and debts of
the deceased

•

If there is any Inheritance Tax to be
paid, it is paid and submitted within
the appropriate timeframes

•

An Executor or Administrator
becomes personally liable if there
are any errors on the Inheritance Tax
return and may face a fine for such
errors or late submission

•

Ensuring that the Income Tax
position of the deceased is finalised,
up to date of death and for the
period following death until
payments are made to the
beneficiaries

•

Ensuring any Capital Gains Tax
arising during the estate
administration is paid

In addition to the above duties and responsibilities the Executors and Administrators are
responsible for dealing with enquiries from the beneficiaries, keeping them informed and
making interim distributions as appropriate. Often managing the expectations of the
beneficiaries is a considerable task.
However, many lay person Executors and Administrators do decide to carry out the estate
administration especially where they are beneficiaries and the deceased’s affairs appear
simple. Professional advice should be considered to ensure the affairs are simple

Professional Service
The role and responsibilities of Executor or Administrator can make a difficult time even
more stressful. Therefore, you may want to turn to a professional to help you administer the
affairs of your loved one.
Things to consider before appointing a professional estate administration provider:

Price
Fees can be based on hourly rates or a percentage of the estate, or both. The professional
will estimate how long the administration is expected to take, but there’s no guarantee.
These charging methods can mean the final cost is unknown. Always ask for a fixed price
so you’re aware of the costs upfront.

Legal and financial responsibility
Generally, the legal and financial responsibility will remain with the Executor or
Administrator. This is not always the case as professionals should take this liability off you.

Service Level
Some professionals will complete all the tasks involved in the estate administration process.
Other professionals will only obtain the Grant of Probate.
It’s important to find out exactly what is included in the service and what is not.
Many professionals offer estate administration but when a complication arises, not all
providers have the in-house capability to resolve the matters. Find out how the professional
will handle your loved one’s affairs.

If you are looking to appoint a professional, ask potential
providers the following questions;
•

Will you just obtain the Grant of Probate or will you complete the full estate
administration?

•

Can you offer a fixed price so I can understand exactly what I am paying?

•

Is absolutely everything included in the price I have been quoted? What is included in
the price? And what is not?

•

Do I still keep the legal and financial responsibility that comes with the role of an
Executor/ Administrator?

How Goddard Dunbar Can Help
Goddard Dunbar are estate administration specialists and can take care of all the steps
involved in handling your loved one’s affairs.
Our solicitors and estate administration teams have the experience so you can leave the
challenging and time-consuming tasks to us. We will handle everything, giving you the
time and space to reflect, remember and move on.



We’re experts in estate administration.



We take the legal and financial burden off Executors and Administrators.



You’ll be given a fixed fee for our work before you make a decision to instruct us.



Our friendly staff will deal directly with you and we meet with the majority of our
clients - you’ll receive a personal service throughout



We’ll liaise with the beneficiaries and pay your inheritance quickly.



Most importantly, we speak plain English and keep communications simple and
easy to understand.

Examples of Our Fees
Example 1….
Deceased is survived by his spouse, they jointly owned a house and two bank accounts.
Deceased had a building society account in his own name with small amount in it.
After friendly advice from Goddard Dunbar no probate was necessary
The joint assets were transferred by surviving spouses into their sole name, the building
society account was closed again by surviving spouse.
Our fees - £0 nothing to pay.

Example 2…
Executor asked Goddard Dunbar to obtain a Grant of Probate in a simple not taxable estate
including completing the HMRC account THT205 – nothing further thereafter.
Our Fees - £600 plus vat and disbursements*

Example 3….
Deceased dies leaving all to his wife, they owned a house jointly, Deceased has three
investment accounts in his sole name valued at £220,000.
A Grant of Probate is needed to close these accounts but there is no inheritance tax to pay.
Goddard Dunbar handle all formalities in applying for the Grant of Probate including
completing the HMRC account on behalf of the Executor, closing the accounts and
distributing the funds to the surviving spouse.
Our Fees - £2500 + vat plus disbursements*

Example 4…..
Mr R. dies leaving three adult children one of whom lived with him.
His Will created a trust thereby permitting the child to continue living in the property for the
remainder of their life.
The remaining estate was divided equally between his three children. The total value of the
estate is £550,000. Comprising, numerous accounts, investments and life policies.
Mr R’s late wife’s inheritance tax allowance is claimed in order to avoid paying inheritance tax.
Goddard Dunbar deal with the entire estate administration, gaining a Grant of Probate,
completing the HMRC accounts, claiming the late wife’s tax allowance, establishing the trust
involving the property, closing three bank accounts and distributing the funds equally
between the three beneficiaries.
Our Fees - £5,000 plus vat plus disbursements*
*Disbursements may include Probate Registry fees, HM Land Registry Fees and other third party fees applicable to the transaction

